Our Quality for the month of January 2017:

PURPOSE
Life is given to each human being for a very special purpose.
This secret each human being must discover for himself.
Is there any earthly problem
That does not have A purifying
and illumining purpose?

~
Meditation Increases life's
intensity And shows us life's
true purpose.

~
The only purpose of my life Is
to grow world-oneness-plants
Inside my aspiration-heartgarden.

~
It is God who has made the
world Beautiful, But it is we
who must utilise it For the
right purpose.

~
The souls come around to
give divine purposes to each
human being.
~
The sole purpose of my life Is
to go back once more To my
peace-home-heart.

~
Just because the past Has not
given me everything, God has
created the present. And even
the present has a higher
purpose: To make the future
better.

~
There is no such thing
As a little effort.
In God's Eye, everything that
we do
Is meaningful and purposeful.
Therefore,
Each and every effort-incident
in life
Is supremely significant.

The main purpose of a Godlover Is to inspire his fellow
travellers To surpass
themselves.

Only from the realisationsummit Does this world of ours
look Meaningful and purposeful.

~
My heart’s ancient realisation:
Death is not death But a new
life With a new purpose — To
please God.

There are many marathonquestions In life, But the only
sprint-answers are these: A
hopeful heart And a purposeful
soul.

~

~

For year and years My heart
has been studying At patienceschool To know the purpose Of
human life.

The very purpose of time Is to
lead mankind forward, Not
backward, To its supreme
destination.

~

~

~

The very purpose Of inner
aspiration-beauty Is to be
shared With the rest of the
world.

If there is any purpose in
thinking, It is so the thinking
process itself Can try to
transcend Its own extremely
limited existence-reality.

~
Offer your heart’s gratitude
To the soul of your country.
Not by chance were you born
there,
But to fulfil God’s special
Purpose.

~
If you do not have A divine
tenacity of purpose, Then you
can never fulfil God In His own
Way.

~
The very purpose Of inner
aspiration-beauty Is to be
shared With the rest of the
world.
~
My Eternity's Beloved Pilot
Supreme, I know, I know, I
came into the world For only
one purpose: To give You the
utmost Joy In your own Way.

~
Only for one purpose I live on
earth: I want to feel my life's
Gratitude-breath Inside my
Lord's Heart-Smile.

~
The glowing purpose of your life
Is to run fast, faster, fastest
Towards the farthest and
brightest Goal.
~
The sole purpose of my life Is to
go back once more To my peacehome-heart.
~
To enter into the Kingdom Of
Peace, Light and Bliss Is the real
purpose Of our aspiration-life.
~
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PURPOSE
Life has only one purpose: to know what the Goal is and then to throw oneself — body, vital, mind
and heart, everything that you have and you are — into the Goal. Our purpose is to go up and also to
dive deep within. If you want to go up or dive deep, what will you do? Either cultivate tears inside
your heart or bring into your life the smiles of your soul. Either through tears or through smiles you
can fulfil the purpose of your life.

The purpose of human life
The purpose of the animal life is the quest for individuality and separativity. The purpose of
human life is the quest for unity, and not a sense of separativity. The purpose of divine life is
the quest for perfection — perfection in the inner world, perfection in the outer world,
perfection in God's entire creation. The purpose of the Supreme's Life is the quest for
satisfaction, the satisfaction that nourishes the body-reality of His creation and the soul-reality
of His ever-transcending Vision.
Animal life is always hurtful. Human life is always doubtful. Divine life is always soulful.
The Supreme's Life is always fruitful.
The animal life tells me that by fighting I will get everything. The human life tells me that by
becoming clever I can get everything. The divine life tells me that by giving everything I shall
become everything that I want to become and, something more, that I shall please God in His
own Way. The Supreme's Life tells me that by oneness-spreading I shall not only become
everything, but I shall be able to offer my all-becoming gift as a boon to the aspiring mankind.
Question: Yoga says that God acts in and through man. If we can feel this truth and live
this truth, will we be able to better understand the problems of the world?
Sri Chinmoy: If you can offer all your actions, good and bad, to God, then the problems that
you are seeing all around you will no longer be problems. You will see that they are only
experiences that the Inner Pilot is having in and through you. He is the Doer, He is the
experiences and, at the same time, He is the Observer. The moment you can surrender the
action and the fruit of your action, your part is over. Then you will see that the way you see
the truth is not the way that God sees the truth. He sees the truth from a different angle, from a
very high plane of Consciousness. When you become one with Him, you will see that each
action has a purpose. Now, nothing seems to have a purpose; everything, everyone seems like
a mad elephant trampling here and there. But a day will come when if you budge even an
inch, you will understand the reason for it. Outwardly, we see that the Game is very painful;
but when we are able to enter into the soul, we find that there is a purpose which only the soul
can tell us. The heart is convinced that there is a purpose, but what the actual purpose is, only
the soul can say.
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